
Whether it’s a snowy roadside

emergency, a rainy late-night repair or

just a moonless night on the lake, power

is the first priority in portable lighting. 

At Golight we’re committed to continually

developing and testing new bulb and

reflective technologies that produce

brighter, more powerful light sources.

Golight’s Cr5 PentaBeam Technology

applies its powerful 400,000 candlepower

GOLIGHT… BRINGING MORE LIGHT TO YOU
light source to a unique beam pattern,

designed for both close and distant usage.

Its powerful center beam projects up to

one half mile, while the short-range

pattern brightens a broad area with

consistent light. The engineering behind

our Cr-5 PentaBeam Technology takes full

advantage of an extraordinarily powerful

light source… bringing more power to you,

anywhere you go.



GOLIGHT
Model 5149(Black), 5167(White)
Remote Controlled Portable Search Light
Package includes:
· Wired Remote Control · Suction Cup, Permanent Mount Shoe
· Amber Snap-on Lens · Heavy Nylon Carrying Case

RADIORAY
Model 7901(White), 7951(Black)
Wireless Remote Controlled Portable Search Light
Package includes:
· Programmable, Wireless Remote
· Suction Cup, Magnetic Mount Shoe · Amber Snap-on Lens
· Heavy Nylon Carrying Case

VERSATILE
GOLIGHT… COVERING ALL THE ANGLES

GOLIGHT’s patented designs reflect the
thousands of uses and applications for portable
lighting. Our foremost concern is designing units that
adapt to any situation. That’s why all our units
combine 370° rotation with 120 tilt-creating a sphere
of coverage that reaches the most extreme angles.

GOLIGHT’s three remote controls give precision
control from almost anywhere — inside a squad car,
atop a boom truck or from your own backyard. The
mounting options, permanent or temporary, are
designed for versatility. You can depend on GOLIGHT
to cover all the angles of your lighting needs.

DURABLE
GOLIGHT… WEATHERING THE STORMS

In some cases it’s rain and sand that challenge
our products; other times it’s snow and frigid
temperatures. Whatever nature throws at a GOLIGHT,
you can depend on its high quality, construction and
materials.

Every aspect of the GOLIGHT is designed for
durability and strength. The highest quality UV
materials are implemented into our impact resistant
casing to protect from cracking, warping and
discoloration. The vital mechanisms of each GOLIGHT
are sealed from exposure to rain, snow and dirt
ensuring that your GOLIGHT is ready to weather any
storm you can take it through.

All GOLIGHT’s share the same rugged construction
and design that have made them a favorite in the
industrial, utility and marine industries.

READY TO GO
· Weather resistant seal prevents water, sand and other

particles from damaging critical internal mechanics.
· Highest quality UV materials show no sign of

yellowing or deterioration.
· High-impact outer casing protects the entire unit

from unexpected blows.
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